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■ The Sire Profile shows how a sire’s runners have done, broken out by age, surface, distance and gender.

TGI means Thoro-Graph Index, which is the average top figure earned by the sire’s runners in that category.

For example, a two-year-old TGI top of 16 means that the best figures of his runners at two, on average,

have been 16.

■ The comparable TGI (comp TGI) shows how the mares the stallion has been bred to have done when

bred to other stallions, again broken out in the same categories. This enables you to get a clear picture of

what tendencies the stallion passes on - are his runners precocious, do they develop with age, and does

he in fact move his mares up?

■ The figures next to each TGI are percentiles. They show how the TGI in each category stacks up with the

TGIs of all the stallions that have 20 or more runners in that category and have had a runner since

January 1st 2008.

■ Note that ’overall TGI’ is greatly affected by how many crops a stallion has - two-year-olds don�t run

as fast as older horses, and with young sires, two- and three-year-olds represent a higher percentage of

their runners.
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PULPIT b (94) by A.P. Indy

Overall 101 397 4794 15 1642102
(97) (96)

2-y-o 143 247 631 15 844152
(98) (95)

3-y-o 11 332 1894 15 139912(98) (96)

4-y-o 83 192 1168 17 96410(98) (96)

5-y-o and up 83 96 1101 14 50383
(96) (97)

Dirt 112 329 2449 16 1451113
(98) (97)

Synth 12 136 453 13 350113
(--) (--)

Off tracks 123 228 563 19 972132
(98) (95)

Turf 121 268 1300 14 104613(95) (92)

Less than 1M 123 354 1900 14 1477122
(94) (95)

1M and over 102 328 2894 16 1318113
(98) (96)

Fillies/Mares 112 201 1633 16 789113
(97) (97)

Colts/Geldings 83 196 3161 15 8809(98) (97)


